Welcome to

NEDOCS
Communicate with your team, set up
notifications, and always be in the know.

Grow your team

Create your user account

Invite users via email.

Follow the prompts in your email. You’ll need

Each user represents themselves in NEDOCS.

your official hospital email address to sign up.

NEDOCS is a collaborative software built for
communicating key patient flow events and
everyone has a role to play. Your users will need

NEDOCS helps your hospital get on the same

an official hospital email address to create their

page by simplifying key patient data into colors.

NEDOCS user account.
1.

Click the + icon on the Team tab on the home screen.

Manage your notifications

2.

Enter the new user’s email address.

Each user manages their own notifications. You can

3.

Click Invite.

choose to be notified when NEDOCS is Green, Yellow,
Orange, Red, or Black. And choose when someone
updates a score, checks off the list, or is sending a
team update. If you’ve got an iPhone, download our
free app to get instant notifications.

Get texting
Add your phone under Devices for SMS. You
can reply to NEDOCS to update your team
directly.

Reply to email
NEDOCS sends a single message to you, but
replies to all when you hit the Reply button. You
must have a complete profile to receive emails.

Log on and track your score

Communicate critical events

NEDOCS is a standard measure of throughput.

Click the red bull-horn button to notify events that are

Seven key patient flow variables are combined

not in the surge plan. A special team-update

together to give an easy to understand score

notification is made to anyone who’s subscribed.

and color coded level. Anyone can add a score
in the system. Just click the + sign.

Save and notify
Enter all the variables and click Save to save the
score and disperse notifications.

Surge plan tracking
Build a standardized patient flow plan that
everyone can follow. As you change colors so will
the plan. Track items that are in progress, and they
will be added to the event history. Notifications will
be fired off to those who have and the surge plan
event will be added to the timeline.
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Emergent event tracking
Build a standardized patient flow plan that
everyone can follow.

